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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  Why doing what comes naturally isn't always as automatic as people might think.  We'll be looking at whether there's enough help available to visually impaired mums.  And just how helpful are automated guided tours?

Clip
The parliament building resembles a rounded triangle with a built in circular tower.  And the council building is square with a smaller and lower annexe at the back.

White
We'll be paying a visit to Brussels to check out one of the latest examples.

But I approach our first topic with more than my usual humility.  Having a baby is something I'm definitely not qualified to pontificate about except to say that there is a view that because it's the most natural of processes why should blind and partially sighted mums have any more to worry about than anyone else?  Well, maybe it's not quite as simple as that, as Georgia Collins has been finding out for us. 

Georgia, you've been looking specifically at the issue of breastfeeding for blind mums, why, what drew you to it?

Collins
Well a friend of mine was struggling to breastfeed which made me look at what was around and on offer and I soon realised that there wasn’t actually very much.  It became clear that it’s difficult enough for sighted women, so I spoke to Sally Clay, who is a visually impaired mum who did struggle with breastfeeding.

Clay
When I got home one of the breastfeeding support team came out.  She was a really nice woman actually, she made me feel very relaxed.  But when I had all this nipple pain she did come out and she started to try and show me stuff but it all just seemed so visual.  She showed me one particular technique which was basically support it – support its head and stuff and its body – with one hand and then wait till its mouth opens and then bring it to your boob, but when you can’t see it’s not always easy to tell when its mouth is opening.  And the other thing that I was told right from the beginning was don’t touch the baby’s face and don’t touch the baby’s head.  When you’re blind and you’re told not to touch your baby you’re suddenly put in a position of being really unsure and if it’s your first baby you don’t have the experience to say oh well I need to touch my baby because that’s how I learn where things are on its face.

White
So Georgia for someone like Sally I mean what kind of specialist help is available both before and after birth?

Collins
There are NHS antenatal classes which do teach breastfeeding.  I spoke to the Nursing and Midwifery Council about their guidelines and there isn’t a lot of information that actually specifically relates to teaching a blind mum or a partially sighted mum.

White
Okay so is there anything else around?

Collins
Blind Mums Connect is a support group run by mums for mums and they aim to support visually impaired mums with every aspect of parenting.  Gemma Edwards is the chair of Blind Mums Connect and she started off by demonstrating some of the breastfeeding techniques.

Edwards
So now you’ve got baby Poppy in your right arm and you’re going to support her body and just cup her hip with your right hand, okay?  So she’s facing in towards your breast.  Now what we want is we want her to be lying on her side, we need not to be worrying too much about how much you can see of your baby at this point, this is very much hands on, you’ve got your left hand free to have a look at her, so that you can feel exactly where Poppy’s face is, where your right breast is and you can feel exactly where she’s at when you’re bringing her in.  

Collins
But Sally, our visually impaired mum, was not quite convinced that that method would work for her.

Clay
I didn’t really feel necessarily that anybody could find a way to show me, as a blind person, how to do it.  Trying to muddle through myself and having lots of different people telling me different things and feeling a bit frustrated and confused, not to mention obviously you’ve got a baby, so it’s nothing like a doll, breastfeeding didn’t really work for me, although I was really, really desperate to do it.  The moderator from Blind Mums Connect gave me some advice over the phone – I just phoned her up and basically cried down the phone to her and said it’s not working and she’s not putting on weight etc.  And she helped me a little bit, gave me some ideas but by that point I was in so much pain and I was quite despondent, I was – I can’t really see a way through this that I think it was a bit too late.

White
So what exactly is the mums’ network going to try to do to solve this problem because clearly they need some kind of structure don’t they?

Collins
They’re currently setting up a peer support programme which is aiming to support mums, new mums, with the challenges of breastfeeding.  And they’re waiting on a funding bid which will hopefully cut costs for any support they offer in the future.  Gemma went on to tell me why they’d decided to set the peer support programme up.

Edwards
A group of us mums who had breastfed decided that we wanted to provide some better support for other breastfeeding mums who are visually impaired who were not getting great support from within the NHS or locally to them.  What we were finding, listening to mums on the forum and in local coffee mornings, was that – particularly when it came to breastfeeding – misinformation seems to abound unfortunately.  All sorts of strange comments coming from midwives and health visitors who ought to be supporting along the lines of really we don’t know how you’re going to be able to do this since you’re not able to see and visually impaired mums aren’t always able to get appropriate support when it comes to their choice to breastfeed.

White
Georgia, we’ve heard from a lot of people who’ve really struggled with breastfeeding, have you talked to visually impaired people who’ve actually had good experiences?

Collins
Well Hatel Bapodra was very keen on breastfeeding and she was able to pay for tuition through the National Childbirth Trust which led to her having a much more positive experience.

Bapodra
The breastfeeding workshop was run by a really nice lady who gave us all dolls, who taught us positions, very hands on and she even said to the class at this point Hatel is at more of an advantage because this is all about touch and feel and it’s all about being close to your baby, it doesn’t matter if you can’t see.  So I felt really positive coming out of the breastfeeding workshops, I felt like I was really confident, I felt like we could manage.  Then he was born.  I would say the next three weeks were incredibly difficult, he didn’t latch at all and I had my independent midwife, who was fantastic, helping me with breastfeed as well as a lactation consultant who we hired and she was absolutely amazing, I cannot fault that lady’s patience – she came every day for around two weeks, she tried to think of different solutions to help, she was very encouraging, was very caring, she just knew women, she knew how to talk to women and she understood that I’m blind therefore she needs to teach me in a different way.  Unfortunately Jordan, we found out, her tongue tie but even though we’d had that snipped he still didn’t latch and I had to make the decision three weeks in to sort of my breastfeeding journey when we were all very tired and upset that I would have to move Jordan on to formula.  

Collins
What really struck me talking to these mums was how much they wanted it to work and how disappointed they were when it went wrong.

Clay
Not being able to breastfeed made me feel like a failed mother because I mean before I had my daughter I thought oh it’s – obviously it’s simple.  They see the mum, they see the food in front of them and they see your body and they just know exactly what to do because it’s all programmed into them – we are all after all mammals – and they just do it.  But I didn’t know what I didn’t know with breastfeeding so I just thought it would all be plain sailing but it wasn’t and it is difficult, I think it’s difficult for a lot of people.

White
Georgia Collins, thank you very much indeed.

So could more be done to help?  Belinda Phipps is Chief Executive of the National Childbirth Trust and I suggested to her that, to paraphrase the song, it sounded as if blind sisters were doing it for themselves, was that the answer?

Phipps
Well there’s no doubt that women supporting other women works really well and if women all with the same visual impairment or a similar visual impairment come together that really helps as well.  It would be useful if amongst their number they had some that were trained breastfeeding counsellors and that I think is what the NCT can add because we train breastfeeding counsellors and our counsellors are happy to teach a whole range of people, including mums who are visually impaired.

White
But I mean are your advisors trained in understanding visual impairment specifically because quite often it sort of says oh we deal with disability, visual impairment is very specific isn’t it?

Phipps
It is very specific and there is a specific briefing document for our workers but of course it is very different, so what we ask our workers to do is to talk to the mum and find out what she can do and what she can’t do.  And we do recognise that mums who can’t see particularly well need to learn to breastfeed by feel themselves and often by touch, so it is important to be touching your baby and to be practising breastfeeding in a physical way.

White
Because what it rather sounded like for some of the experiences we heard that if blind mums said that doesn’t work for me that midwives are a bit stymied, didn’t know quite what to do next.

Phipps
Well I think a problem with our midwives is their training doesn’t encompass very much at all on breastfeeding, so they often struggle to support mums that are sighted let alone mums that are not sighted and many midwives help sighted mums to breastfeed by actually latching the baby for them.  Well if you do that then the mum goes home disempowered because she can’t do it for herself, whereas what we would like to see is that everybody who supports women to breastfeed does it in a hands off way and helps them to do it by explaining what’s going on, by encouraging the mum to touch the baby, by giving the mum the chance to practise by touching or using a doll or other things and also…

White
Yeah Sally – Sally was even a bit doubtful about that wasn’t she, she said my baby’s not a doll as if maybe even that didn’t really help.

Phipps
Well dolls help some people, they don’t help others.  Another thing that you can do is go to Bumps and Babies where there are other mums feeding their babies and often another mum will let you sit very close so that you can see or touch or feel how the baby’s being held or even listen to the sound the baby makes when it’s properly latched on and is properly getting milk down into its tummy.  So what I would say is it’s worth trying all sorts of things and if you’re blind and you know what you can and can’t do and what works for you breastfeeding counsellors and midwives – although they’re not trained to do it – should adapt their teaching to fit round what you can and can’t do.

White
Of course I mean you charge for your services, I mean is there any way that blind mums, some of whom are probably quite hard up, can get this information and this help without paying a lot of money?

Phipps
You pay for NCT classes if you earn over a certain amount of income, if you earn under that they’re subsidised right down to almost zero.  The breastfeeding line is available to everybody, it’s the cost of a local call, the website is readily available, we’ll produce for you Braille if you want any of our information sheets that way, that’s free of charge or we’ll give you enlarged sheets.  And often our local volunteers will read any information that you want on to a tape so you can play it back.

White
Is this an area the trust may be could be putting even more effort into though?

Phipps
We did a joint booklet with RNIB a few years ago and I think that was very helpful and of course we can always do better – we could always do better.  So we really appreciate it if somebody’s used NCT services and they’d like us to do it differently in future to let us know.  Breastfeeding isn’t easy, it isn’t easy for lots of mums – I mean some do find it very easy – but there’s absolutely no reason why mums that are blind can’t do it, their breasts are made just the same all they need is the right sort of support and they’ll be off.

White
Belinda Phipps, thank you.  And we’d like to hear your reactions to that.  
Now last week we heard about the story of Michael Johnson who's a trainee vicar and the kind of problems he came across and how he solved them.  Well here’s the view of a parishioner - Joan Barnett – who lives in Guildford. 

Barnett
At our church I’ve always made it my place to help out by providing large print hymns for choir members who at the time had poor sight.  Since losing most of my sight I follow the service from memory.  I do read Braille but rather slow, so have difficulty following hymns.  These days I go to church on Thursday mornings for a simple communication service without any hymns.  We always provide large print service sheets and a number of people use magnifiers.  I have also had some people suggest that I did not pray hard enough when my sight loss occurred and that was why God did not heal me.

White
Now democracy meets technology.  The tailor-made guided tour for visually impaired people is becoming ever more sophisticated.   So now for the latest to come to our attention: 

Clip
On the grey wall is a graphic of a circle containing three buildings in shades of blue.  The Berlaymont Building of the European Commission in Brussels; the Louise Weiss Building of the European Parliament in Strasbourg…

White
That excerpt is from a museum based in Brussels called The Parlamentarium.  It tells the story of the EU in general and the European Parliament building in particular.   The website prides itself on their accessibility to all disabled people, and if you're visually impaired you'll be given an audio guide at the door.  It all sounds very impressive.  Maurizio Molinari, who's blind himself and works in Brussels, has been testing it out for us. 

Molinari
Well Peter when it comes to Europe I think it’s fair to say that you British can be a sceptical bunch.  “Fog in the Channel, Europe cut off” – wrote The Times in one famous headline at the beginning of the 20th Century.  And since then the regard some people in this country have for the European Union has not dramatically improved to the extent that Brussels is known as the gravy train.  One of the main goals of the Parlamentarium is to improve the situation and give people a better understanding of why we should perhaps be more proud to call ourselves Europeans.  It also aims to be an accessible exhibition for all – a claim they make on their website – but when I tried the audio guide and a tour I was quite disappointed, I have to confess.

White
Okay, so why – what didn’t work for you?

Molinari
Well I think the major problem is that the designers probably wanted it to be as straightforward as possible but they came up with a mix of awkward design and clunky automation.  The guide is based on touch screen technology which starts to speak when you enter certain areas.  But when I tried it it began talking absolutely randomly, so I got the wrong descriptions – for instance, I entered a room dedicated to pre-war Europe and this is what I got…

Clip
The table is covered with a sheet of glass.  At the start of the table is written the year 1948 and at the end the year 1950.  Historical documents, like a letter from Schuman to Adenauer and front pages of newspapers from the period illustrate the…

Molinari
On top of that it’s almost impossible to choose the explanation you want to listen to, there’s no option that prompts a help menu from within each section.  So I didn’t figure out how to adjust the volume as simple as that, there’s no index of chapters and it wasn’t possible to follow the same path that sighted people could take.  This means that if you visit the Parlamentarium with a group of sighted people you have to either stick to the guide and pick the tour on your own or ignore it and stay with the rest of your group.

White
Now I know you’ve talked to the exhibition organisers so what do they say to your criticisms?

Molinari
Part of the problem they say is due to some budget constraints and that the guide was launched with too little testing.  Here’s what Konstanze Beckerhof one of the Parlamentarium press officers, told me:

Beckerhof
We were not aware of all of those problems and the Parlamentarium is open for two years now and we are learning now from you about many of those problems.  So we are really, yeah, happy that you pointed out these things so we can start working on improving.  The big problem was that the audio guides were developed before Parlamentarium opened.  Every room has kind of a wi-fi bubble which triggers the audio guide when you enter the room and it seems that it can happen that the guide is triggered at the wrong moment.

White
I understand they’re are also some voting booths in the exhibition as you go round and the idea of those is that they allow visitors to express their views on several EU wide hot issues like the formal official registration of gay couples, tax pressure, the opportunity of having an EU army and things like that, so are they accessible – could you use those in a real vote?

Molinari
Well they are to a certain extent in that they’ve been equipped with screen readers and Braille displays.  Again there are some buts – for instance, after you complete one question the screen reader asks you to click next but if you actually do it you won’t be able to read or to listen to the following question because you’re automatically redirected without needing to press the next button.  Now this is a simulation of a vote but can you imagine Peter if a real voting booth had such accessiblity issues, in a case of a referendum where UK citizens will have to choose whether to stay in the EU or not it could be possible that some blind Eurosceptics would vote to stay or that some EU enthusiasts would inadvertently choose to leave.  Is this really what we want?

White
Maurizio Molinari.  And if you want to find out more about what happens closer to home well Touch Tours have just been started of our own Parliament including Westminster Hall and the Chambers of both the House of Commons and the Lords.   You can get to sit in the Prime Minister's chair, handle the Practice Mace, and even get to hold some of the Crown Jewels.   The next tour is this coming Friday at five p.m., we’ve got details of how to get on the tour on our website or you can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme.

From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


